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Sophie's Heart

2004-06-01

after the tragic death of his wife alec riley struggles to put his life back together he and his three children are lost in their grief until sophie walks

unexpectedly into their lives having left her native czechoslovakia sophie has discovered the land which seemed so bright with promise is far from her

dream a highly educated woman sophie now finds herself keeping house for alec and his family how can sophie find peace in her new job will god use

her gentle spirit to help heal alec s broken heart from the author of the visitor and bamboo and lace comes a warm contemporary story of god s tender

mercies and loving intervention in the life of one family

Love Awakens the Heart

2004-10

set in san francisco in the 1870 s just after the gold rush years lori wick s the californians brings a fabled era to life whatever tomorrow brings begins

with the donovan family stepping off a clipper ship for a holiday from their missionary post in hawaii tragedy meets them instead and twenty year old

kaitlin must hold her family together in an unfamiliar land the second part of the saga as time goes by turns to another branch of the family the taylors

young jeff taylor has waited five years for a chance to apologize to bobbie bradford in person can their friendship be restored after his heartbreaking

betrayal so long ago historically accurate and brimming with positive values this series entertains readers with uplifting stories of life and love faith and

courage in the boomtown west
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Lori Wick Short Stories, Vol. 1

2017-01-31

bestselling author lori wick s novels have warmed the hearts of millions of fans now for the first time ever lori s short stories are released to her ebook

readers in this new lori wick short stories collection with a personal note from lori after each story volume 1 opens the collection with a story of finding

love after heartbreak in be careful with my heart casey and hunter are thrown together in a traveling singing group during the summer can they

overcome their own personal losses and together find god s comfort for their hearts the charming vignette the haircut follows next as the future of young

bobby s hair is altered during a summer camping trip bonus chapter one from lori wick s popular full length novel the princess is included

Sophie's Heart Special Edition

2019-03-05

lori wick s timeless classic returns after the tragic death of his wife alec riley struggles to put his life back together he and his three children are lost in

their grief until sophie walks unexpectedly into their lives having left her native czechoslovakia sophie has discovered the land which seemed so bright

with promise is far from her dream a highly educated woman sophie now finds herself keeping house for alec and his family how can sophie find peace

in her new job will god use her gentle spirit to help heal alec s broken heart 25 years after its initial release comes this exquisite silver anniversary

edition of lori wick s bestselling classic sophie s heart over 350 000 copies sold worldwide get swept up anew in sophie and alec s love story with this

beautifully bound and foil adorned keepsake version of one of the most beloved christian romance novels of all time
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Reflections of a Thankful Heart

2000

i have found that gift books are a good and easy way to look into a christian writer s beliefs even if it s a writer that you don t generally prefer i confess i

don t like lori wick s fiction but i never really had a chance to look into the life of the lady herself in this book amid wick s numerous reflections and

stories i found a lovely woman who is in fact not unlike me i may not like wick s fiction but her non fiction tales in this book are a delight to read i loved

reading about her experiences as a mother wife and woman in general with god directing her life wick wonderfully relates life lessons with her

experiences and applies the gospel seamlessly to the struggles a christian faces along with her inspiring stories are beautiful paintings and various

quotes both biblical and otherwise which blend together to make this book a gem to read i highly recommend this book as a gift to yourself or someone

else i know i ll be repeatedly visiting its pages in the years to come

Where the Wild Rose Blooms

2006-01-01

can love shatter her stubborn pride in the high mountains of colorado clayton taggart dreams of the day when he can leave the rough life of a mine

surveyor to become a teacher in the midst of his plans he meets jackie fontaine a newcomer from the east whose strongwilled spirit causes friction from

the start just as the spark of love ignites tragedy strikes leaving jackie with a secret so terrible she would rather lose clay than share it with him can

anything draw jackie from her self imposed exile and open the shutters of her blinded heart lori wick at her best a tender love story set in the exciting

early west a book you won t be able to put down
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2-in-1 Romance Escape

2020-05-12

beloved author lori wick s timeless classics return over twenty years after their initial release two of bestselling author lori wick s timeless classics the

princess over 275 000 copies sold worldwide and sophie s heart over 350 000 copies sold worldwide return in an exclusive ebook only bundle sophie s

heart is one of the most beloved and heartwarming christian novels of all time new immigrant sophie feels lost in the big city until the day she

unexpectedly walks into the lives of alec and his three children as alec seeks to put his life back together after the tragic death of his wife and the

children s mother sophie finds herself keeping house for him and serving his family but can sophie find peace in her new job and will god use her gentle

spirit to help heal alec s broken heart the princess welcomes you to the land and romance of pendaran to uphold the kingdom s tradition shelby parker

and widowed prince nikolai have agreed to an arranged marriage but while nikolai is a perfect gentleman in public privately he remains distant leaving

shelby wondering what is truly in his heart will the prince ever love her as he did his first wife more importantly can the faith they share overcome the

barriers between them enjoy this 2 in 1 ebook bundle of lori wick s sweet novels of hope faith and learning to love again

The Best of Lori Wick...A Gathering of Hearts

2009-10-01

in 1990 bestselling author lori wick released her first book a place called home more than 39 titles and 6 3 million sold copies later her body of work

captivates millions of devoted readers with its charming characters tender stories humorous moments and inspiring examples of faith harvest house

celebrates lori wick s 20 year milestone with a gathering of poignant excerpts from many of her novels including some of her most popular series rocky

mountain memories a place called home the kensington chronicles and the yellow rose trilogy this lovely volume includes an introduction from lori and
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many short scenes that will inspire and entertain readers as they are drawn to lori s celebrated themes of faith and gratitude love and romance marriage

and relationships forgiveness and grace friendship and kinship lori wick fans will enjoy recalling their favorite characters and story moments throughout

the years and all readers will delight in this compilation from one of america s most beloved fiction authors

White Chocolate Moments

2006-12-15

beloved author lori wick presents a new standalone in the tradition of her bestselling sophie s heart after losing her parents arcineh bryant lives with her

grandfather as a girl but growing up without her family causes her to hold resentment toward the man who took her in years later when she meets a

man she thinks she may love she doubts whether she can trust her own heart a character rich journey leads arcineh back to her grandfather s home

where there are surprises questions and for the first time in her life an answer to who will love me forever this compelling story about a woman s hunger

for acceptance and wholeness points the reader home to god s love

Pretense

2005-07-01

all dressed up in a fresh new cover pretense the bestselling novel from lori wick is ready for a brand new generation of readers marrell a happily married

army wife adores her family but throughout her life she s felt something missing when she discovers that the void is spiritual she is afraid to tell her

husband will he understand that he cannot meet all of her needs and that she cannot meet all of his covering the lives of marrell and her two daughters

mackenzie and delancey from the 1970s to the 1990s pretense is a character rich novel written from lori s heart that shows the patient love of god and

the promise of his forgiveness for all who seek him
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Lori Wick Short Stories, Vol. 4

2017-07-25

bestselling author lori wick s novels have warmed the hearts of millions of fans now for the first time ever lori s short stories are released to her ebook

readers in this new lori wick short stories collection with a personal note from lori after each story volume 4 the rancher s lady showcases lori s western

romance flair shasta mcgregor leaves australia for a temporary wrangler position in california giving her heart time to heal after being jilted by her fiance

kyle harrington the ranch s crusty owner at first mistakes shasta s natural graceful beauty for lack of skill although in time they soften toward one

another it takes a tragedy for them to wonder could god have brought together this rancher and this lady bonus the prologue and chapter one from

every little thing about you the first book in lori wick s yellow rose trilogy is included

To Know Her by Name

2006-01-01

who is this woman mckay harrington wondered after chasing and killing an outlaw in the boulder foothills harrington finds himself critically wounded and

dependent upon a mysterious woman named callie when harrington returns to his job at the treasury department an unexpected encounter reveals a

dangerous masquerade can mckay harrington penetrate the wall of secrecy surrounding callie s true identity to share the saving love of jesus christ and

what about the love growing in his heart for this woman of mystery an unusual story of love intrigue and faith from the author of the bestselling where

the wild rose blooms and whispers of moonlight
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Every Little Thing About You

2008-03-01

the first meeting between slater rawlings and liberty drake could hardly be called ideal as acting deputy of shotgun texas liberty is simply enforcing the

town laws but slater a former texas ranger with a restless spirit is surprised to find himself on the wrong side of the law and even more shocked to

realize it s a she who is arresting him yet slater finds himself drawn to the close knit town to its strong church family and especially to the fascinating

deputy drake as his heart grows tender toward liberty slater longs to see her turn in her badge can liberty realizing her awakening feelings for the

rugged cowboy give up her position when so many townspeople have come to rely on her as slater and liberty struggle to understand their own feelings

and find common ground in their beliefs god s hand gently guides the way in this heartwarming romance about this series grab your hat and horse and

head to the lone star state in the pages of the popular yellow rose trilogy nearly 500 000 sold lori s engaging characters heartwarming romances and

inspirational truths team with fresh new covers to please fans and win new readers everywhere

Whispers of Moonlight

2006-01-01

when travis and rebecca marry rumors quickly spread that he has done so only for her dying father s ranch confused and convinced that travis can

never truly love her rebecca strikes out on her own she disappears to make a new life for herself in a town far away but her friends there are few and

life is hard when desperate circumstances drive rebecca home to travis she can see the change in the man she left behind in her absence he has

grown from a rough hewn cowboy to a confident rancher still her wounded heart is hesitant is she more afraid to love or to be loved
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Whatever Tomorrow Brings

2007-03-01

lori wick s bestselling series the californians more than 500 000 copies sold has a fresh new cover design to delight avid lori wick fans and readers just

introduced to lori s beloved fiction in the midst of fresh grief and unfamiliar surroundings kaitlin the donovans oldest daughter must face life in rugged

california will the men of this restless country take advantage of her innocence will she recognize god s unexpected gift of love can she keep her family

safe until her father returns grief turns to triumph and innocence to maturity as kaitlin lifts her heart to god for the strength to face whatever tomorrow

brings

Love Awakens the Heart

1998

two novels follow the lives and loves of the donovan family as they make their way toward a new century on the california coast

Lori Wick Short Stories, Vol. 3

2017-05-30

bestselling author lori wick s novels have warmed the hearts of millions of fans now for the first time ever lori s short stories are released to her ebook

readers in this new lori wick short stories collection with a personal note from lori after each story volume 3 shares two charming tales of unexpected

love in an intense man when nick hamilton walks back into kelly donovan s life she gladly helps him understand his new found faith in christ but will his
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singular focus on learning overwhelm her need for love or will nick realize that kelly s heart is in his hands the endearing story the camping trip tells of

how coach adam maxwell while guiding a fatherless boy on his softball team finds that he cannot overlook the boy s shy hardworking mother bonus

chapter one from lori wick s moving full length novel every storm is included

A Gathering of Memories

2005-01-01

her heart was fragile from too much pain would her defenses push ross away ross felt panicked his words had hurt her it surprised him given the way

she handled the harsh circumstances of her life first her mother s death then her father s then losing the land was his compassion for the vulnerable

young woman turning to love and if it was love what would he do now please god he prayed help me show me a poignant tale about love fulfilled a

gathering of memories will capture the hearts and minds of romantics everywhere

Lori Wick Short Stories, Christmas Special

2017-09-26

bestselling author lori wick s novels have warmed the hearts of millions of fans now for the first time ever lori s short stories are released to her ebook

readers in this new lori wick short stories collection with a personal note from lori after each story lori wick s christmas special features two uplifting

holiday stories in christmas for two stan and ellen face their first christmas as empty nesters they must decide whether to spend it with their daughter or

to fulfill ellen s lifelong wish to celebrate in disneyland in the christmas gift brenda has been in foster care with the hartmans just long enough for the

entire family to adore her will brenda s first christmas in a real home show her god s love and will the family s surprise gift to brenda fulfill all her hopes

bonus several chapters from the hawk and the jewel the first book in lori wick s famous kensington chronicles are included
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The Rescue

2009-01-01

lori wick s bestselling english garden series more than 720 000 copies sold is filled with engaging characters and stories now with fresh new covers

each of the four books in the series will hold a favorite spot on the nightstand or bookshelf of any reader who loves a great romance the rescue book

two in the series is set in 1811 england when anne gardiner slips from a ladder into the arms of a stranger her father colonel gardiner deems the

innocent embrace cause for immediate marriage weston eventually sees that the marriage was performed for the colonel s sake and that anne had no

choice when he learns that she s sacrificed her own reputation to protect his name weston finds himself drawn to anne but will these two guarded

people give love a chance and can they trust god enough to step into a new real relationship

The Visitor

2009-01-01

lori wick s bestselling english garden series more than 720 000 copies sold is filled with endearing characters and engaging stories now with fresh new

covers each of the four books in the series will hold a favorite spot on the nightstand or bookshelf of any reader who loves a great romance the visitor

book three in the series is set in the english countryside 1812 after being thrown from his horse alexander tate is left with bandaged eyes and prayers

for healing under doctor s orders he leaves london for rest in collingbourne when his aunt harriet asks one of the steele sisters to read to him daily the

intriguing voice of this visitor sparks new light in his heart as tate s affection grows he wonders if this vibrant woman could love a man who might never

see will these two young hearts trust god s healing touch however it may come rerelease with new cover
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Promise Me Tomorrow

2006-01-01

katherine taggert nicknamed rusty for her curly red hair shines like a ray of sunshine at her aunt and uncle s orphanage unaccustomed to traveling

alone in the pioneer west rusty is accompanied on her first orphanage placement trip by the kind but reserved widower chase mccandles when chase

offers rusty a position in his stately home as a companion for his young son quintin rusty accepts but when she realized how little time chase spends

with quintin rusty s heart is torn how can she convince chase that his son desperately needs a father and can chase learn to trust god to help him

demonstrate his love and affection for quintin and for rusty a heartwarming story of love trust and family

City Girl

2008-03-01

city girl reagan sullivan may know her way around new york city but nothing back east has prepared her for the land of armadillos and tall texans

chasing after adventure to blur an unhappy past the highly independent reagan has landed a job out west but quite clearly she is not out to land a

husband when the gentle rancher cash rawlings comes into her life reagan finds herself intrigued with the man and his faith but love and commitment

are adventures this city girl has vowed never to embark upon will reagan be able to come to terms with her fragile past and discover a new way of living

without fear and will the faith and peace that belong to so many of her new friends ever enter her own life about this series grab your hat and horse and

head to the lone star state in the pages of the popular yellow rose trilogy nearly 500 000 sold lori s engaging characters heartwarming romances and

inspirational truths team with fresh new covers to please fans and win new readers everywhere
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Who Brings Forth the Wind

2004-01-01

lori wick s bestselling series the kensington chronicles more than 375 000 copies sold has a fresh new look sure to please her longtime fans and draw a

new generation of readers set in the 1800s this series captures the adventure wealth and romance of the british empire tanner richardson the volatile

duke of cambridge sees his wife with another man misinterpreting the situation he erupts in rage and throws her and their unborn baby out tanner s

anger smolders until the night he is shot

A Song for Silas

2005-01-01

amy thought love would never pass her way again she didn t know how close it was until she met silas he is an answer to prayer for her injured father

grant nolan who welcomes him with open arms the brotherly way silas feels toward amy soon turns to deeper feelings of love silas longs to have his

love returned but his sensitivity to amy s reluctant heart and the loss of her old flame keeps him from harboring false hopes for their future as silas

prepares to leave will amy discover the truth about her heart before it s too late a tender story of the flowering of hidden love and the nurturing of faith in

the farmlands of wisconsin

The Princess

2006-06-01
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now with a new cover lori wick s bestselling contemporary love story the princess over 200 000 copies sold will reach even more readers in the land of

pendaran shelby parker lives a humble but good life her special qualities are eventually noticed by the king and queen of the house of markham who

seek a new wife for their widowed son prince nikolai to uphold the tradition of their country shelby and nikolai agree to an arranged marriage but while

nikolai is a perfect gentleman in public he remains distant at home leaving shelby to wonder what is in his heart will the prince ever love her as he did

his first wife can the faith they share overcome the barriers between them

The Pursuit

2009-01-01

lori wick s bestselling english garden series more than 720 000 copies sold is filled with engaging characters and stories now with fresh new covers

each of the four books in the series will hold a favorite spot on the nightstand or bookshelf of any reader who loves a great romance the pursuit book

four in the series is set in the spring of 1812 in collingbourne england edward steele has enjoyed a great adventure in africa with his brother henry now

henry has returned to england and edward is ready to follow however on his way home he tells two strangers he will help them and he stands by that

promise little does he know that meeting these two men will delay his return lead him to encounter a woman who captivates him and change his life

forever rerelease with new cover

Every Storm

2004-07-15

new from lori wick this stand alonestory shows how unexpected changes can set the perfect course for love 1945 wwii when lieutenant donovan riggs

experiences trouble with his pt boat the sailors of every storm make an unscheduled stop and a surprising discovery lorraine archer is an american
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teacher living and working in australia while on a flight with her sister her daydreams are disrupted by the sounds of the plane going down lorri ends up

alone on a deserted island in the pacific and just when she loses all hope of being found donovan and his crew arrive neither donovan nor lorri suspect

that their encounter is the beginning of something very certain a future not left to chance but to faith

The Proposal

2009-01-01

lori wick s bestselling english garden series more than 720 000 copies sold is filled with engaging characters and stories now with fresh new covers

each of the four books in the series will hold a favorite spot on the nightstand or bookshelf of any reader who loves a great romance the proposal book

one in the series is set in 1810 london england william jennings has never been interested in marriage and family so when a relative dies and leaves

jennings three young children his world turns upside down thrilled to have boys to carry on his name william invests time in the two brothers but the little

girl is tended to by a negligent nanny finally jennings seeks help from his sister and soon becomes acquainted with her neighbor marianne walker her

strength and faith intrigues jennings but will he allow himself to fall for her and the god she loves

A Man's Heart

2010-10-19

jules broke off her wedding to cruz practically at the altar not just once but twice now the man jules loves best can t stand the sight of her only for pop

could jules have made such a sacrifice and now pop is gone leaving jules with his struggling washington state potato farm with a sister excluded from

his will and with a heart wounded by the sacrifice she has made on behalf of her father it looks like strengthening her relationship with her sister and

improving the prospects of the blue bayou farm will be jules chief concerns but when cancer takes the life of her best friend jules finds herself caring for
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her friend s two small children as well as the blue bayou a drought stricken farm a promise to a dead friend and two needy little lives and disturbing

memories stirring up a growing relationship with her sister how can one woman handle it all the answer lies with a god who holds the keys to yesterday

today and tomorrow and to the heart of the one man whom jules could ever love

Sophie's Heart Special Edition

2019-03-05

lori wick s timeless classic returns after the tragic death of his wife alec riley struggles to put his life back together he and his three children are lost in

their grief until sophie walks unexpectedly into their lives having left her native czechoslovakia sophie has discovered the land which seemed so bright

with promise is far from her dream a highly educated woman sophie now finds herself keeping house for alec and his family how can sophie find peace

in her new job will god use her gentle spirit to help heal alec s broken heart 25 years after its initial release comes this exquisite silver anniversary

edition of lori wick s bestselling classic sophie s heart over 350 000 copies sold worldwide get swept up anew in sophie and alec s love story with this

beautifully designed keepsake version of one of the most beloved christian romance novels of all time

Just Above a Whisper

2005-07-01

through a hard turn of events reese thackery has become an indentured servant when the owner of her contract dies the bank has rights to her fate

conner kingsley the son of the bank s owner comes to tucker mills to investigate and soon releases reese from obligation and hires her to keep house

for him reese is grateful for freedom but unsure of her other feelings for conner yet as her emotional hurts heal and her faith blossoms reese allows

herself to trust someone for the first time but will conner do the same when love at first sight is not the case can shared faith and restoration grow from
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a whisper of understanding into a proclamation of love

Wings of the Morning

2004-01-01

victoria smokey simmons stands silently on deck as her father s body is lowered into the atlantic asking god for the strength she will need to command

the aramis alone not wanting to remain at sea forever smokey dreams of the time when she can trade her life aboard ship for a home and family when

she meets another captain dallas knight smokey believes her dream will finally come true but circumstances beyond their control and the schemes of a

cunning pirate threaten to destroy this young couple s hope for the future wings of the morning carries readers on a tender journey of love in which

painful events become lasting blessings in the father s care

Still My Aching Heart

1993-01-01

this first book in the tucker mills trilogy from beloved author lori wick follows jace randall as he leaves his childhood home to help his uncle woody

randall run the saw mill in token creek jace diligently focuses on work until he meets the visiting niece of local storekeepers jace pursues her until she

finally agrees to attend a picnic with him and take a chance but before the relationship has a strong foundation the couple separates because of gossip

fueled by jace s sister later when she admits her wrongdoing and shares her testimony of a new faith the couple must decide whether to try again will

the sister s example of faith and transformation be enough to restore broken dreams
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Sophies Heart

2022

following the success of her recent stand alone novel white chocolate moments bestselling author lori wick returns to delight readers with a new series

set in the vast open places of montana token creek montana territory 1880 cassidy norton is a fine seamstress who makes her living sewing for others

amid the bustle of a busy frontier town her life is rich what time her business doesn t take her friends and church family fill but cassidy hasn t always

lived in token creek and few people know her full story so she struggles with a nagging unsettledness in her heart cassidy s friend meg is married to a

rancher and has a baby something cassidy wants for herself but that would mean revealing the details of her life will cassidy find the strength to take

that risk book 1 in the big sky dreams series

Moonlight on the Millpond

2005-03-01

can their love survive two very different cultures lily walsh has never imagined anything like america from supermarkets and swimsuits to the way

women look men directly in the eye she s baffled by this strange new land raised in a remote asian village by her disciplinarian father 24 year old lily is

thrilled to visit her brother jeff in hawaii until jeff is called away on urgent business left in the care of jeff s best friend gabe kapaia and his family lily

discovers the paradise of oahu s north side at the kapaia resort but she walks a fine line between two worlds can she embrace her new experiences

without breaking her promise not to shame her missionary father when lily finds herself falling for gabe her heart is torn will her upbringing force her to

make the difficult choice between true love and family honor
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Cassidy

2007-07-01

the first in the newly repackaged kensington chronicles series the hawk and the jewel sweeps readers from the tapestried halls of victorian england to

the alabaster courts of arabia everyone thought little sunny had perished with lady gallagher in storm tossed seas off the arabian coast but the beautiful
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